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ABSTRACT 

Best, Ryan C.M. 

A COMPLETE DOSIMETRIC MODEL OF THE GAMMA KNIFE PERFEXION™ USING 

PENELOPE MONTE CARLO CODES 

Dissertation under the direction of  

J. Daniel Bourland, Ph.D., Professor of Radiation Oncology, 

Biomedical Engineering, and Physics (Adjunct) 

 

The Gamma Knife Perfexion™ is a radiosurgical treatment device used to irradiate 

targets in the head. It uses 192 high-activity Cobalt-60 sources collimated to a common 

focus to impart radiological damage to the target structure while minimizing dose to 

adjacent healthy tissue. Tungsten collimators are organized into eight sectors of 24 

sources each; each sector can be set to one of three collimation sizes. The collimators can 

produce nominal spheres of dose 16 mm, 8 mm, or 4 mm in diameter at the focus.  

Planning for Gamma Knife stereotactic radiosurgery (GK SRS) is performed using 

images from computed tomography (CT) and/or magnetic resonance (MR) imaging, as 

well as manual skull measurements. The manufacturer’s software used to plan the 

delivery of these treatments uses a simplistic set of assumptions that do not consider 

heterogeneous tissue structures.  



 x 

Monte Carlo (MC) methods that model radiation interactions and track radiation transport 

have been demonstrated to calculate dose more accurately in heterogeneous volumes than 

other dosimetry models.  

This study used Penelope, an established set of Monte Carlo dosimetry codes, to create a 

more complete radiological model of a sector of sources in the Perfexion and verified the 

model both by comparison to other models and to radiochromic film measurements. 

Specifically, this model was verified by 1) determining the relative dose rate factors, or 

output factors (OF), for the three collimator sizes (16 mm, 8 mm, 4 mm), relative to the 

16 mm collimator; 2) comparing one-dimensional dose profile curves generated by MC 

simulation, the manufacturer’s dose calculation engine, and film measurement, 3) using 

quantitative mathematical tools to compare MC-calculated 3D dose distributions to the 

manufacturer’s model dose distributions; and 4) quantitatively comparing MC-calculated 

2D dose distributions to radiochromic film-measured dose distributions. Excellent 

agreement, within 1.0%, was found for calculated 4 mm and 8 mm collimator OFs 

compared to those distributed by the manufacturer. Dose profile curves compared 

between MC-calculated data and dosimetry calculated by Elekta showed strong 

agreement. Full 3D dose-distance comparisons between experimentally-acquired 

radiochromic films, the MC dose distributions and Elekta-calculated dose distributions 

were strong overall, while showing small differences in higher dose regions. Film 

measurements indicated the MC model slightly outperformed the Elekta-calculated 

model.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Small field dosimetry 

Radiation dosimetry is the measurement of energy imparted per unit mass by ionizing 

radiation to matter.1 External beam radiation therapy uses one or more beams of ionizing 

radiation that are aimed from outside the patient and shaped to closely conform to the 

projection of a target volume, such as a tumor. Medical physicists typically use a 10x10 

cm2 field as the reference field for medical linear accelerator-based dosimetry 

calculations. For dose rate calibrations a linear accelerator (LINAC) beam is collimated 

to form a square 10 cm on a side and a radiation dosimeter, typically an ion chamber, is 

placed on the beam’s central axis at a prescribed depth in a known material at a reference 

distance from the radiation source. In clinical use the goal is to cover an entire tumor with 

a margin of about 1 cm or less. This margin is included due to uncertainty in definition of 

the target volume as well as to account for setup error and patient motion. As radiation 

oncology and medical physics treatment techniques have progressed, smaller, more 

conformal fields are being used that irradiate target tissues with closer margins while 

minimizing exposure to adjacent healthy tissue. A “small field” is described as a field 

size of less than 3x3 cm2 which “needs special attention in dose measurements and in 

dose calculations.”2 The 3x3 cm2 guideline applies to clinical beams from LINACs at 6 

megavolts (MV) peak, whereas the average energy of photons from Cobalt-60 is about 

1.25 megaelectron volts (MeV). No specific guideline exists for these low therapy-level 

energies. From a physics point of view, a small field is one where lateral electronic 

equilibrium is not obtained, or field flatness is compromised, as shown in Figure 1. 

Essentially, the field size is smaller than the average range of the secondary electrons and 
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electronic equilibrium, whereby the charged particles leaving the dosimetric region of 

interest are compensated for by others that enter the volume, is not obtained.3 There are 

three primary difficulties associated with small field size dosimetry: penumbra, lateral 

electron range, and detector size. Dose measurements under these non-equilibrium 

conditions are very challenging.  

 

Figure 1: The penumbra is caused by the finite size of the source, and radiological scatter from 

collimating components and the interaction material (water equivalent phantom). For large square 

fields (a), the penumbra is a relatively small proportion of the dose compared to the central 

plateau, where the y-axis is relative dose. For small fields (b,c), the entire beam can be within the 

penumbra.2 The figure shows how full width at half max (FWHM) becomes a progressively less 

accurate description of field size, relative to collimator settings, as field size shrinks. (Figure from 

Das, 2008. Used with permission.)2 

 

The study of small field dosimetry is important for gamma stereotactic radiosurgery 

(GSR) since the largest field sizes used in GSR are 16 mm or 18 mm in diameter, falling 
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below the threshold size. The 3x3 cm2 rule also assumes the use of a 10x10 cm2 single 

(LINAC) reference beam.4,5 A GSR device cannot produce a beam of that size, nor can it 

have only one source active. Thus, the standard LINAC-based dosimetry procedure does 

not apply to the small beams used in GSR because 1) small field dosimetry measurements 

are challenging due to finite detector sizes, 2) only small fields are possible, and 3) it is 

not possible to use a 10x10 cm2 reference field. Monte Carlo (MC) dose computation is a 

promising alternative option when dosimetry measurements are difficult to obtain.2  

Dosimetry for uniquely-sized fields (e.g., irregular, oblong shapes) is typically scaled 

according to measurements from known, measured field data.6 The two main components 

for the size of beam penumbra at the field edge are geometric penumbra, due to finite 

source size, and radiological penumbra, due to lateral scatter of secondary electrons and 

photons. For small fields, the size of the source of radiation becomes far more important 

as the proportion of the field within the edge penumbra, the less-than-full-strength 

irradiation at the beam fringes, increases, as seen in Figure 1. MC simulations may 

assume a point source of radiation, or, as relevant for small fields, may simulate a finite-

sized source to ensure accurate modeling of geometric penumbra.  

Lateral electron range and charged particle equilibrium are also significant to small field 

dosimetry. When high-energy photons produce ionizations, most of the charged particles 

generated proceed in a forward direction relative to the photons, but some electrons travel 

laterally (e.g. the photoelectrons and Compton electrons). At the beam edges, the 

laterally-traveling electrons enter areas unirradiated by the primary photon beam fluence. 

Lateral electron range is highly energy dependent,7 so a zero-field size beam’s penumbra 
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size depends on the beam energy and essentially represents a dose kernel for an 

infinitesimal beam.  

The two most probable photon interactions for photons below 1.33 MeV are photoelectric 

absorption and Compton scattering.8 The two primary Cobalt-60 γ rays are emitted 

(energies are γ1 = 1.17 MeV, γ2 = 1.33 MeV) and interact within a material to scatter 

through lower energies. A particular material has photon attenuation properties that relate 

to the material’s atomic and nuclear composition. The mass attenuation coefficient 

(cm2/g) is a measure of interaction probability, and is calculated as the attenuation 

coefficient (cm-1) divided by the interaction material’s density (g/cm3). Mass attenuation 

coefficients for photons vary by material and energy. Figure 2 shows the mass attenuation 

coefficients of photons at the relevant energy levels in water and tungsten.  
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Mass attenuation coefficients vs. photon energy for: 
Water                                                                   Tungsten 

 
(A) (B) 

Figure 2: Mass attenuation coefficient versus photon energy in water (A) and tungsten (B) from 

NIST data.9 Compton, or Incoherent scattering is shown in dotted blue; photoelectric absorption 

is shown in pink. The total mass attenuation coefficient, incorporating all interaction mechanisms, 

is in solid black, showing that other photon interaction mechanisms contribute minimally to the 

total cross section over these energies. In (B), the electron energy levels contribute to the 

photoelectric cross section at k-edges. Water (hydrogen and oxygen) lacks the electron shells to 

generate this step effect.   

 

Figure 2 shows how Compton and Photoelectric effects are the principal interaction 

mechanisms for photons below 1.33 MeV. In both water and tungsten, photoelectric 

absorption is most probable at lower energies, below about 30 keV. Tungsten’s greater 

prevalence of bound electrons increases the odds of photoelectric absorption at higher 

energies too, where photoelectric absorption is most likely up to about 700 keV. The 

mechanisms of Compton scattering and photoelectric absorption are significant for 
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understanding their mass attenuation coefficients as shown, and for understanding how to 

simulate such photon interactions accurately.  

The Klein-Nishina cross section, shown in Figure 3, describes the Compton photon 

scattering angle as a function of the incident photon energy. A wide range of incident 

energies are given in Figure 3, though the energy dependence is less significant for nearly 

monoenergetic Cobalt-60 (γ1 = 1.17 MeV, γ2 = 1.33 MeV). Photon energy losses after 

scattering off the collimator walls will cause small spectral changes, where the scattering 

of lower energy photons will need to be understood. Compton interactions are the 

dominant effect for photons above 100 keV in these simulations.8 As shown in Figure 3, 

the odds of lateral scattering increase as photon energy decreases.  
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Figure 3: The Klein-Nishina cross section describes the scattering of photons by electrons, 

yielding charged particles and photons after Compton interactions. Photons are incident from the 

left and interact with a free electron at the center of the plot. The isocurves show the relative 

probability of photon scattering through given angles. For any angle, an isocurve’s distance from 

the edge of the plot indicates the probability of scattering through that angle. Colors indicate how 

incident energy changes the probability of scattering through each angle. Forward bias increases 

with energy. 

(Image by the author based on an equation in Salvat10) 

 

In addition to the two photopeaks for Cobalt-60, a photon spectrum will also show 

Compton edges generated by the maximum energy a photon can impart on a free 

electron.8 Equation 1 shows the source of Compton edges, where hv is the incident 

photon energy and mc2 is the rest energy of the electron (0.511 MeV). Tmax is the peak 

kinetic energy that can be imparted to an electron.  
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hvmc

hv
T

/2

2
2max +

=  (1) 

Equation 1 and other Compton scattering equations can be derived from only the 

conservations of momentum energy. A complete derivation of Equation 1 is included in 

the appendix.  

Given the photopeak energies of Cobalt-60, we expect to see Compton edges at 1.12 

MeV and 0.960 MeV. These peak energy interactions occur in a direct hit, a 180-degree 

photon deflection, according to Figure 3.  

Compton edges and other scattering phenomena can be seen in the Cobalt-60 photon 

spectrum in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4: A Cobalt-60 spectrum collected by a Sodium Iodide (NaI) spectrometer. The vertical 

axis counts the number of photons with a given energy, and the horizontal axis indicates the 

energy channel, or bin, in which the photon fell. This spectrometer has 1024 channels which can 

be calibrated to show energy directly through the use of calibration sources which emit photons at 

known energies, such as Co-60. The two primary photopeaks at 1.17 and 1.33 MeV are clearly 

visible near channel 700 and 825. The few counts in channels higher than the 1.33 MeV peak are 

in error. The NaI detector double-counted two photon interactions as one, summing the energies 

of each. The higher-energy photopeak is shorter because some of the higher-energy photons 

scatter into the lower-energy peak’s bins. Compton peaks are visible near channel 575, with a 

spectrum of Compton photons falling in lower channels. The low energy bins show high count 

rates relative to the number of events near the primary Co-60 energies. (Image from Singh11 

through GNU Free Documentation License) 

 

The photon energy spectrum shown in Figure 4 was collected with a sodium iodide (NaI) 

scintillation counter which records a lower resolution spectrum than other spectrometers, 

and at lower resolution than the MC-generated results presented later. A high-resolution 

spectrum would show narrow peaks at the characteristic Cobalt-60 photon energies, but 
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Figure 4 shows wide peaks. A detector’s resolution depends on factors like the efficiency 

of light collection and charge collection, and on electronic noise.8 The number of 

electrons that initiate a pulse in the detector has a certain statistical spread depending on 

the specific hardware of the device as well. Though Figure 4 gives a general idea of what 

to expect in a Cobalt-60 spectrum, it is expected that a MC-generated spectrum will be 

higher resolution.  

The other dominant photon interaction mechanism, the photoelectric effect (PE), 

dominates photon interactions at low energies, below 100 keV.8 Under this effect, 

photons are absorbed by bound electrons, which leave their shell with energy equal to the 

photon’s kinetic energy minus their binding energy.  

The MC system used in this work, Penelope10 by Salvat et al., uses K-shell cross sections 

calculated by Sauter12 to simulate energy depositions and angular deflections under 

photoelectric interactions.10 The Sauter distribution is shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5: The Sauter distribution describes the angular deflections of photoelectrons, where a 

photon incident from the left scatters off a bound electron at the center of the plot. Electrons 

scattered by the photoelectric effect always travel laterally relative to the incident photon’s path, 

so they are responsible for much of the dose deposited outside the central photon beam. Photons 

with higher initial energy tend to cause more forward-directed scattering. (Image by the author 

based on an equation in Salvat10) 

 

Another photon interaction mechanism is pair production, which occurs when a photon 

passes close to an atomic nucleus, creating an electron-positron pair. Twice the electron 

rest energy, 0.511 MeV, is required for this interaction to occur, so only the 1.33 MeV 

Cobalt-60 gamma has enough energy for pair-production. If pair-production is taking 

place, a recorded energy spectrum should show a peak at the difference between the 
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initial photon energy and twice the electron rest energy. In this case the difference is 

approximately 308 keV.8 Since the total attenuation in Figure 2 is nearly all accounted for 

by Compton scattering and photoelectric absorption, we expect pair production 

interactions to contribute a negligible amount to total dose.  

Small field dosimetry is also difficult due to the finite size of dosimeters, and the fact that 

any dosimeter necessarily perturbs the field it measures. The simplest measurement 

device is an ion chamber, which relies on Bragg-Gray cavity theory, stating that the 

chamber is only nonperturbing if the range of charged particles is greater than the 

diameter of the chamber cavity. For a sufficiently small chamber, maintenance of 

electronic equilibrium13 across the chamber volume is possible, provided equilibrium 

existed before the introduction of the negligibly perturbing small volume chamber; this is 

not always the case with very narrow beams with high dose gradients. Small detectors, 

such as small and micro ionization chambers (~0.05 cm3 to <0.01 cm3 active volume, 

respectively), diamond detectors, and thermoluminescent detectors (TLDs) are useful for 

measuring dose at the central plateau of the beam, the beam’s output factor14,15, but 

cannot provide accurate data off-center due to dose gradient, which prevents charged 

particle equilibrium and averaging over peaks and valleys of signal if the detector is 

smaller than a uniform region of dose. In the future, even these micro-detectors may be 

too large to provide useful data with smaller photon beams, just as larger detectors today 

(Farmer chamber, PR-05P, etc) are limited in usefulness to large dose volumes.  

A Monte Carlo approach provides a much-needed alternative to experiment. Existing 

work has validated the MC approach to high energy (>1 MeV) photon dosimetry.16,17,18 

MC essentially allows a detector size of zero, eliminating spatial effects on dose, and 
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eliminating the perturbing effects of dose measurement. Dosimetry characteristics can be 

found by measuring a plane of data, then using a scaling factor measured experimentally 

(at a peak, flat-dose area for example) or by direct calculation of dose. These MC-

generated dose distributions are calculable even when electronic equilibrium is absent,19 

an advantage over measurement.  

 

History of Monte Carlo simulations in radiation transport 

Monte Carlo methods first appeared in physics literature in an article by Kahn20 in 1950 

and the topic’s publication rate has increased steadily since that time.21 Monte Carlo 

simulations use random number generators to pick among a series of probability 

distributions to simulate step-by-step the path of an ionizing radiation particle through a 

given geometry, recording dose deposited along the way. The earliest simulations were 

conducted by hand in a lab book. Later, enormous mainframe computers took months to 

calculate thousands of photon or particle histories. Now, 108 histories can be simulated 

for simple geometries on a standard laptop computer in under an hour.  

A simple example of a MC simulation is the calculation of step length, s, within a 

homogenous media.22 Step length is the distance a photon or electron takes between 

interacting with the surrounding media.  In Equation 2, λ is the mean free path for the 

particle given its energy and the attenuation coefficient of the medium, and ζ is a random 

number evenly distributed between zero and one.  
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 )1ln( ζλ −−=s  (2) 

A series of ζ will produce a set of distances s that match the exponential attenuation, e-µx, 

found in experiment. Given that radiation is emitted isotropically from a point source, it 

is easy to demonstrate how random numbers can be used to choose the initial direction of 

travel for a particle or photon, choose its initial energy from a given spectrum, and pick 

what type of interaction occurs based on additional, known probability distributions. 

Once the interaction occurs, deposited energy is recorded and the new direction of travel 

calculated, the process begins again with the less-energetic secondary particle or photon.  

This type of thorough, microscopic simulation is extremely accurate but computationally 

expensive, especially for the simulation of electron scattering. The slowing down of an 

electron in aluminum from 0.5 MeV to 1 keV takes around 104 collisions, when modeled 

without approximations.23 A comparably energetic photon takes only a few hundred 

collisions to come to a stop. This difference, approximately a factor of 10, is shown in 

Figure 6, where the photons show few turning points and the electrons bend their paths 

frequently. Most modern MC simulations now use a condensed history or macroscopic 

approach for certain types of computationally-intensive interactions in order to keep 

simulation times reasonable.  
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Figure 6: A simulation of 15 Cobalt-60 energy photons impinging on a slab of water from the left. 

The orange/black photons travel in long, straight paths before their few interactions. (Black 

photons are higher energy than orange photons, as shown in the legend at top-left.) The few red 

electrons generated by photon interactions follow short, tortuous paths. Note that the length of the 

red electron track is roughly proportional to the angle of deflection by the ionizing photon. 

Although 15 photons were initially simulated, only 5 interact in this image which spans a depth of 

8 cm; the remaining photons pass off to the right side of the image.  

 

Penelope background and theory  

Penelope is a mixed procedure24 MC simulation system which divides electron and 

positron collision events into “soft” and “hard” events. Photons are simulated in a 

detailed way, event-by-event, without approximations. In the energy ranges of concern 
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for this experiment the positron contribution will be negligible. Hard electron events are 

distinguished by a significant change in the electron’s direction or a significant deposition 

of charge, characteristics which are positively correlated. Soft events deposit less energy 

and result in smaller changes in direction. Soft events are approximated and not simulated 

in a detailed way. The energy thresholds for distinguishing between hard and soft events 

are configurable in Penelope, so the degree of approximation is adjustable at the cost of 

longer computing time.10 The default Penelope energy thresholds of 10 keV for electron 

simulation were used in this work.  

For high energy electrons, the differential cross sections (DCS) for interactions drop off 

quickly for larger scattering angles and increased energy loss.25 Thus, relatively few 

interactions will take place on that track and each individual event can be simulated for 

little computational cost. Even in large numbers, soft events have little effect on the 

particle’s direction. Soft events therefore use a multiple scattering approach, where low 

energy events are dropped along a straight track at fixed intervals without individual 

computation.  

 

Penelope in practice 

Penelope has been  experimentally verified, demonstrating its effectiveness at accurately 

predicting the behavior of ionizing radiation. In the literature, Penelope is compared to 

other Monte Carlo implementations as well as to experiment.9,23-30 

Sempau et al. modeled an electron beam from a LINAC head using Penelope as well as 

BEAM and DOSEXYZ, codes based on another MC modeling package called EGS4.26 
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Modeling a LINAC is in many ways more difficult than modeling a device with a 

radioactive source like Cobalt-60. Radiations from radioactive sources have well-defined 

energies (monoenergetic photons and continuous electron energies), but the exact 

energies and spectrum of a LINAC can vary from machine to machine, and can be tuned. 

Sempau modeled the complex internal geometry of a Siemens Mevatron LINAC using 

the Penelope geometry engine, PENGEOM.  

PENGEOM uses simple geometric shapes described in quadric geometry to define the 

area to be modeled. Planes, cylinders, cones, paraboloids, and other shapes are defined 

and pieced together into homogeneous bodies. Many bodies pieced together can form 

complex shapes, like the head of a LINAC or simplified patient anatomy.10  

Quadric surfaces are defined by the reduced quadric equation, Equation 3. Plotting where 

Fs=0 shows a surface whose shape is defined by the In coefficients, which can each be set 

to -1, 0, or 1. Setting In=(1,1,1,0,-1) produces a sphere, In=(1,1,0,0,-1) produces a cylinder 

about the z-axis, In=(1,1,-1,0,0) produces a cone, and so on. Paraboloids, hyperboloids, 

and planes can also be created.  
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PENGEOM defines a volume from a surface by a side pointer which is set to ±1 per 

surface, indicating which direction is “filled”. A side pointer of -1 on a spherical surface 

produces a solid ball of material, while a side pointer of +1 would fill everything outside 

the sphere. A second, planar surface could divide the ball into a hemisphere, and which 

side remains is determined by the plane’s side pointer. Scaling factors are used to turn 

spheres into ellipsoids, or turn cones narrower or wider, etc. This robust quadric 
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geometry is used by Penelope due to its low computational cost compared to voxelized 

geometries.10  

Penelope includes a useful tool for separating this complex computational type of 

problem into several steps: A phase space file (PSF) of particles can be recorded at a 

certain plane in one step of the simulation, then the PSF can be played back exactly at the 

next step. For Sempau’s simulation a plane was defined at the exit window of the 

accelerator so every particle leaving the complex geometry of collimators, flattening filter, 

etc. was recorded into the PSF. For the next step, the previously simulated complex 

geometry of the LINAC was retained in the PSF, and to save computer time the PSF was 

played back as a beam of particles impinging on a slab of water. Two types of detectors 

were used to measure the output in the water and both were compared with the Penelope 

and BEAM results along the central axis, and several lateral planes. For a 6 MeV beam, 

Penelope was consistent with experiment, with no more than 3% error in depth dose and 

5% error in lateral dose. For a 18 MeV beam, Penelope’s depth dose results were within 

3.5% and lateral dose results were within 5.5%. Lateral dose errors are larger in part due 

to the difficulties in accurately measuring the position and dose experimentally at the 

beam edges, where a penumbra of dose exists. Between BEAM and Penelope, small but 

notable differences were found in their PSFs. These variations were attributed to 

differences in the way the two algorithms simulate particle and photon interactions. The 

authors note that “these differences, however, are shown to have a negligible effect on the 

calculated dose distributions.”26  
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Leksell GammaPlan (LGP) is the software tool from Elekta AB used to plan GK 

treatments and calculate dosimetry. Until recently27, LGP had a significant limitation: In 

the classic mode of dose calculation, LGP assumes all material is either air, outside the 

patient, or water, causing predictable dosimetric inaccuracies when the beams interact 

with bone and air cavities within the patient, such as skull and sinus. Within this 

homogenous-medium dose calculation mode, LGP does not use image data for 

heterogeneous dose computation so the calculation model is unaware of the presence of 

any materials other than those that are water equivalent. The latest version of LGP 

(version 10.1) includes a convolution27 dose algorithm which accounts for heterogeneities 

by modifying the dose kernel’s distribution based on electron densities obtained from a x-

ray computed tomography (CT) scan. Convolution-based dose calculation has been 

shown to handle heterogeneities better than methods assuming homogeneity, but is less 

accurate than Monte Carlo methods in theory and, where tested, in practice.28,29 The 

convolution dose calculation engine is not yet commissioned in our facility so 

comparisons to convolution-based dosimetry are not a part of this study. All simulations 

and experiments in this work take place in water-equivalent media, so heterogeneous 

calculations would be negligibly different from the homogenous media approximation. 

Monte Carlo is generally well-suited for the heterogeneous material problem, and 

Penelope in particular due to its high accuracy at interfaces between materials30 and high-

Z materials.31 Several studies discussed below compared MC results to LGP predicted 

results for different GK models.  

Penelope was used by Moskvin et al. to model the Gamma Knife model 4C.32 

PENGEOM was used to design the internal collimating structures of a single source (the 
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4C has 201 sources) and a PSF was collected at the exit of the secondary collimator. The 

single source was modeled at five planes at fixed distances down the beam path in air. 

The results were compared to experiments using film dosimetry. Using previously-

published information about source locations33, Moskvin modeled the collected PSF as 

originating from each of the 201 source origins. The output of each PSF was recorded on 

a dose plane within a simulated plastic 16 cm diameter homogeneous dosimetry sphere. 

Film was placed inside an identical experimental sphere and was compared to the 

calculated dose distribution plane. The dose distribution plane was also calculated in LGP. 

Comparison of the 50% isodose curve diameters in Penelope, film, and LGP found small 

discrepancies but overall strong agreement. The general shapes of the isodose curves 

were followed closely in each simulation method, with the largest differences at 0.5 mm, 

and less than 0.2 mm, which is within Elekta specifications in either case. The strong 

agreement between LGP and Monte Carlo methods in this case was due to the 

homogenous density of the dosimetry sphere. 

When the same team later used the same Penelope-generated GK PSFs on a 

heterogeneous sphere the results were different. They built a dosimetry sphere with air 

cavities and simulated bone to more accurately model the human head, then modeled an 

identical head phantom in PENGEOM.29 Dosimetry differences in this case were as much 

as 7% near air/tissue interfaces due to secondary electron disequilibrium and lowered 

energy deposition near the heterogeneous areas. The authors proposed the inelegant 

solution of simply plugging all the sources whose beams passed through air cavities. It is 

surprising that LGP still uses a very simple algorithm for dose calculation (exponential 

attenuation: e-µx) when current commercial linear accelerator treatment planning software 
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packages like have used CT data to estimate attenuation characteristics of pixel-sized 

regions for many years. Elekta AB is working on both convolution and MC models that 

will require a CT image for dose computation, with higher-fidelity results expected for 

heterogeneous media.  

 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Gamma Knife Perfexion 

The Elekta Gamma Knife (GK) Perfexion is a GSR treatment device that collimates 

gamma ray radiation from 192 linear sources of Cobalt-60 to a small nominal sphere (4, 8, 

or 16 mm in diameter) centered about a geometric focus in order to deliver a high 

radiation dose to a small target positioned at the focus while delivering a <5% dose rate 

to healthy tissue a few millimeters from the target. The sources are arranged in five rows 

outside a 30 cm radius tungsten cylinder (nominally 30 cm outer radius, 20 cm inner 

radius, 10 cm wall thickness) that has precision machined holes to collimate each source 

to 4, 8, or 16 mm full-width at half maximum (FWHM) in diameter at a focal point in the 

center of the device, (Figures 7 and 8).34 The mechanical positioning of the device is 

advertised as within 0.2 mm. Nominal source-to-focus distance is 40 cm, however, as is 

discussed later, each source row has a unique distance value. Sources are arranged in 8 

translatable sectors of 24 sources each. Each sector can move independently to one of 

four longitudinal positions: fully blocked, 4 mm, 8 mm, or 16 mm positions. In this 

manner, a target located at the focus can be irradiated with a desired grouping of the 8 

sectors.  
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Figure 7: The source arrangement and collimator assembly shown in cross section.35 Cobalt-60 

sources are blue and move together on the source tray in red. Three collimator sizes are shown: 4 

mm in yellow, 8 mm in green, and 16 mm in red. Sources move to a collimator to irradiate the 

focus. (Image source: Elekta AB. Used with permission) 

 

A significant portion of the work involved in MC modeling of the Perfexion is 

determining and describing the internal geometry of the device accurately. For this reason 

the details of the GK design will be described at some length.  

 

Co -60 Sources 
Source Tray  – moves sources 

Tungsten Collimators - 
color coded by size 

Focus (approximate) 

Co -60 Sources 
Source Tray  – moves sources 

Tungsten Collimators - 
color coded by size 

Focus (approximate) 20 cm  
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Figure 8: The source tray moves longitudinally to position the sources in the three treatment 

positions aligned with the three sets of collimators.34 The illustration with yellow beams is the 4 

mm collimator, 16 mm in green, and 8 mm in red. The collimators have a common focus. The 

collimator selected determines the volume irradiated at the focus. (Image source: Elekta AB. 

Used with permission) 

 

Previous versions of the GK underwent few significant changes since the first Model U 

version (US version, 1987), essentially the original GK device, with 201 sources arranged 

in a hemispheric geometry at the same distance (40 cm) from the focus. In the Model B 

(US version, 1997)35, the 201 static sources were arranged in a vertically oriented 

hemisphere, again with each source the same distance from the focus as for the Model U 

(40 cm). The modeling of a nearly spherically-symmetric system was comparatively easy 

once the geometric coordinates of the sources were known.33 In contrast, for the 

Perfexion each sector of 24 sources can be moved independently and the source-to-focus 

distance is different for each of the five rows of sources within a sector, varying from 37 

to 43 cm.34 A radiochromic film recorded on the surface of a cylinder 10 cm from the 

isocenter, Figure 9 shows the arrangement of the source beams from one sector at the 16 

mm setting. Some of the beams in Figure 9 are starting to overlap on their way to 

convergence at isocenter. The row E beams are more ellipsoidal than the row A beams 
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because row E intersected the film at a more oblique angle than row A, which was nearly 

perpendicular to the film.  

 

  

(A) (B) 

Figure 9: (A) Positioning of sources within a sector. Sectors are visibly in several different 

collimator positions in this image since the rows are not lined up between sectors.  

(Image source: Elekta AB. Used with permission.)  

(B) A radiochromic film taken 8 cm from the isocenter showing the arrangement of Cobalt-60 

beams delivered by one sector of the Perfexion.  

 

In the GK models before Perfexion the 201 sources were fixed in location regardless of 

the collimator size used – to change the beam size one collimator was dismounted and 

another manually mounted in its place. With Perfexion’s moving source trays, the 

positions of the sources vary for each collimator size (Figure 9A). One important aspect 

of the sources that does not vary between collimator positions is the angular orientation 
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of each linear source within the tray. When the sources are in the 4 mm collimator 

position, the linear source in its bushing is aligned with the collimator along a common 

axis. The 4 mm collimator is the only collimator size with this well-aligned geometry. 

For the 16 mm and 8 mm positions, the source axes are not perfectly aligned with each 

collimator axis. The angular difference is small, but is significant in a device which 

demonstrates sub-millimeter positional accuracy.35 This issue is discussed in more detail 

later and the small angular difference in alignment is shown in Figure 12.  

Another unique aspect of the Perfexion relative to the previous models is the ability to 

use multiple collimation sizes at once. Previous GK models used a collimation helmet 

that attached prior to treatment. The collimation helmets for the GK Models U, B, and 4C 

came in four collimator sizes (4, 8, 14, and 18 mm), and it was not possible to 

simultaneously mix the collimators of different sizes. The only dose shaping option was 

to block individual sources entirely, called plugging. Plugging is a time-consuming 

process performed one source at a time. In the Perfexion, since the eight sectors (24 

sources per sector) can be in one of four positions: fully blocked, 4 mm, 8 mm, or 16 mm, 

unique dose distributions can be produced from a single shot based on clinical needs. See 

Figure 10.  
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Figure 10: The eight sectors of sources can be sized individually as shown by the small graphics 

in the bottom right of each image. When all sectors are collimated the same, the isodose curves in 

the X-Y plane (constant Z) shown appear roughly circular. The unique shapes seen here are 

produced by different dose contributions from different directions due to different collimators 

active in each sector. Shown isodose lines are 15%, 25%, 50% (yellow), 60%, 75%, 90%.35 

(Image source: Elekta AB. Used with permission.) 

 

LGP handles patient images and uses a simple dosimetry algorithm, exponential 

attenuation (e-µx), relative to the dose rate at the focus for an 80 mm radius water-

equivalent sphere to calculate dose within the patient’s head as a function of radiological 

depth for each of the 192 sources. The dose computation algorithm back-calculates along 

each source trajectory from the center of an 80 mm radius sphere, using the path length 

(depth) for each individual shot. Skull radii measurements are used to provide a simple 

model of the surface of the head, to determine the distance from each source to the skin 

surface for purposes of dose computation. As stated previously, the LGP algorithm 

assumes that tissue located under the skin surface is radiologically water equivalent. 

Several papers have found significant problems with the LGP dose calculation method, 

especially in heterogeneous regions like bone and air cavities.29,30 These differences in 

dose computations may be significant for research conditions such as small animal 

irradiations which include small, complex anatomical regions.36  
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The most accurate dose computation algorithms use MC calculations that take into 

account the many radiological parameters of materials present in the irradiated region. A 

system that accurately simulates physical phenomena will necessarily be more accurate 

than the simpler approximations currently used. To date, no complete MC simulation of 

the GK Perfexion exists in the literature.  

 

Output Factors 

The output factor for the GK Perfexion model is the experimentally determined dose rate 

delivered by a specified collimator size, or collimator row, relative to the dose rate 

delivered by a reference collimator or reference row.37 Relative to a dose profile curve, 

which looks similar to a Gaussian distribution, the output is measured across the flat dose 

plateau (peak dose) at the central region of the dose distribution. A collimator output 

factor (OF) is the dose profile curve’s height in the plateau region relative to the height of 

the 16 mm collimator’s profile curve. Since there are five rows and three collimator sizes, 

fifteen row OFs exist. The dose distributions for the fifteen row OFs are recorded near the 

focus and compared to the dose over the same volume of the 16 mm-Row B, which is 

normalized to unity. Rows of sources cannot be activated individually with the Perfexion, 

only full sectors of 24 sources consisting of five rows, so row OFs are not measurable on 

the Perfexion. Only the collimator OFs are measurable experimentally. Elekta provides 

the row output factors based on their in-house MC calculations and publishes these data 

with each patient treatment plan and online.38 The collimator OFs are also provided by 

Elekta and are based on their own MC simulations and small detector measurements.  
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Collimator output factors in MC simulations are the weighted sum of the row outputs 

normalized to the 16 mm collimator output. The weighting factor, W, is the number of 

sources in the given row: 6 sources in row A, 4 in row B, and so on up to the 24 sources 

in a sector as seen in Figure 9B and equation 4. Weighting is required because the row 

OFs account for only one source per row.  
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See Table I for the output factors provided by Elekta. Two different sets of OFs now exist 

for the older and newer versions of the LGP dose calculation algorithm. The TMR9, or 

“classic”, algorithm uses the older output factors; TMR10 is the updated version that uses 

the newer output factors.39 Changes and uncertainty in OF values are part of the 

justification for additional models of the Perfexion like the one developed here.  

Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center uses the TMR10 algorithm as of January 2012. 

Output factor comparisons in this work address the newer TMR10 values unless 

otherwise noted.  
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Row OF Collimator OF Collimator Row 
TMR9 TMR10 TMR9 TMR10 

A 0.961 0.961 
B 1.000 1.000 
C 0.986 0.981 
D 0.920 0.914 

16 mm 

E 0.851 0.847 

1.000 1.000 

A 0.957 0.934 
B 0.946 0.919 
C 0.901 0.874 
D 0.808 0.782 

8 mm 

E 0.730 0.708 

0.924 0.900 

A 0.799 0.812 
B 0.815 0.823 
C 0.792 0.795 
D 0.725 0.726 

4 mm 

E 0.663 0.664 

0.805 0.814 

TABLE I: Monte Carlo calculated output factors for three collimator sizes and five rows as 

calculated by Elekta Instrument AB, Stockholm, Sweden.40 Only the Collimator OFs may be 

measured experimentally because the rows cannot be activated individually. TMR9 columns 

indicate OFs used by the older LGP dose calculation algorithm; TMR10 columns show the OFs 

used by the newer LGP algorithms.39  

(* All row OFs are defined as a fraction of the 16 mm-Row B output. Collimator OFs are relative 

to the 16 mm collimator output.) 

 

Output factors measurements have been reported in a many articles over the several 

versions of the Gamma Knife, covering dozens of devices capable of measuring ionizing 

radiation.  

•  Bednarz et al found the OFs for the GK model U using diamond detectors and 

miniature ion chambers.41  

•  The OFs of the GK model B were measured by Mack et al., Tsai et al., and Araki et al. 

using a liquid ion chamber, pin-point ion chamber, diode detectors, diamond detectors, 
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TLDs in microcube and microrod forms, alanine pellets, radiochromic films, silicon 

diodes, radiographic film, radiophotoluminescent glass rod dosimeters, and p-type 

silicon detectors.40-42  

•  Further GK model B OFs were measured using film which also documented the 

effect of collimator size on end effect times – the time during which the patient is 

moving into place.42  

•  Measurements on the model 4C Gamma Knife, the version immediately preceding the 

Perfexion, were performed by Kurjewicz et al.43 among others using film, optically 

stimulated luminescence dosimeters (OSLDs)44, and polymer gels45.  

•  GK Perfexion output factor measurements have been performed by Novotny et al. 40 

and others52,53 using various types of film and found their OFs “in good agreement 

with the vendor recommended Monte Carlo calculated values.”  

•  Monte Carlo simulations were used to measure the collimator output factors of 

previous GK versions with results close to Elekta recommended values.30,35,47  

•  As a result of internal and external investigations of the 4 mm output factor, Elekta 

recommended changing the Gamma Knife model 4C’s 4 mm output factor by close to 

10% (0.80 to 0.87).46  

•  Largely based on improved MC simulations, Elekta modified the 8 mm and 4 mm 

output factors of the Perfexion with the software update from TMR9 to TMR10.39 (8 

mm: from 0.924 to 0.900, and 4 mm: from 0.805 to 0.814) 
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Monte Carlo simulation parameters for the GK Perfexion 

Source and Collimator Geometry 

The bulk of the work on this project consists of accurately modeling the interior geometry 

of the GK Perfexion collimators and sources. Initially, significant progress was made 

mocking up the GK geometry based on back-calculating the positions of sources by using 

radiochromic film images obtained along the beam paths (e.g., Figure 9B). With a non-

disclosure agreement with Elekta, simplified machinist plans47 were made available, 

allowing a more accurate physical MC simulation. These specifications to a large degree 

verified our earlier film-based measurements, locating the source angles no more than 

one degree off of the radiochromic film-based calculations.  

The simplified machinist drawings provided by Elekta describe a slab of tungsten, and 

concentric cylinders of various diameters forming a collimator straight through this slab 

(see Figure 11). The distances from the focal point to shielding interfaces and the source 

bushing are shown. Not shown, but included as data are the collimator angles from 

normal, and the axial rotation for each source’s collimator. These various parameters are 

confidential information and cannot be stated in this document. 
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Figure 11: Cutaway of collimator geometry data received from Elekta. Diameters of the 

collimator at several key points were provided, along with distances to sources and source 

orientations. The collimator is a series of concentric cylinders drilled out of tungsten shielding. 

Drawing is not to scale. 

 

The Penelope version 2003 quadric geometry10 is ideally suited to modeling a simple 

system of stacked cylinders set on a tilt. More complex to model using quadric geometry 

were the individual GK sources and source bushings which are made up of six nested 

cylinders.48  

Not shown in Figure 11 are the small tilts and shifts of the source bushing, which vary for 

each collimator row and collimator size. Since the sources move along a fixed channel to 

each of the collimating positions, the source’s central axis can only be coaxial with one 

source position, which is the 4 mm collimation position. For the 16 mm and 8 mm 

collimators the source axes sit at a small angle relative to the collimator axes, as shown in 
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Figure 12.47 Precise values vary for each collimator row. These small angular changes in 

the source-collimator alignment have an effect on output factors since the effective width 

of a linear source increases when it sits at an angle instead of end-on.  

 

Figure 12: A single Cobalt-60 source can move between three collimator positions. In the 4 mm 

position the source and its bushing are aligned with the collimator. In the 16 mm and 8 mm 

positions the source and bushing are not on a common axis with the respective collimators, and 

are slightly oblique. 

 

Accurate modeling of the source shape is also important. The current model uses 

seventeen point sources set 1 mm apart along the 17 mm length of the cobalt source, as 

seen in Figure 13. Seventeen was selected because the cylinder of Cobalt is nominally 17 

mm long and 1 mm in diameter.  
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Figure 13: The simulation modeled seventeen point sources of radiation (shown as white dots in 

the center of the bushing) along the blue Cobalt volume inside the green and purple source 

bushing. The initial solid angle of emitted photons from each white point was 45 degrees, as 

shown by the semitransparent red cones. Four red cones are shown; each point emitted an equal 

number of photons in a 45 degree solid angle toward the focus.  

 

The 2008 version of Penelope allows definition of linear sources which would eliminate 

problem of approximating a linear source as discrete points by randomly selecting a 

source position along a line for each individual photon shower.49 This most recent, 

updated version was not able to be implemented and remains a future improvement to the 

current model.  

 

Photon fluence definition 

Although an isotropic source fluence of 4π steradians would be more physically realistic, 

it would require about 26 times more initial photons to achieve similar statistical certainty 

in the final OF results. In our internal tests we found a 22.5-degree cone, measured from 

the central axis of the beam to the beam edge (a 45 degree cone, Figure 13), was 

sufficient. The GK source row closest to the focus is approximately 38.5 cm from 
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isocenter, so an uncollimated 22.5-degree cone would be 29 cm across at isocenter. The 

extra width provides authentic scattering effects within the bushing and collimator such 

that the photon spectra reaching the target include far more scattered photons than 

photons at the two primary Cobalt-60 energies.  

In the simulation, initial photon energy was randomly selected from the two energies (γ1 

= 1.17 MeV, γ2 = 1.33 MeV) that Cobalt-60 emits, with each energy emitted 50% of the 

time. Each of the seventeen points emitting photons along the linear source produced 

8.3*107 initial photons, for a total of about 1.4*109 initial photons per GK source. This 

number of initial photons is greater than the number used by other simulations of earlier 

GK models.32,50 Internal testing against larger PSFs showed smaller files could be played 

back repeatedly with no difference in dosimetric results, and only modest cost in terms of 

statistical significance.  

 

Dose calculation grids and volumes 

A three-dimensional grid of dose was recorded over the center of the dosimetry sphere. 

The dimensions of the grid varied by application, between 5x5x5 cm3 and 2.5x2.5x2.5 

cm3, always centered on the focus. The grid was 100x100x100, producing a bin size of 

0.5 to 0.25 mm cubes. The dose deposited in each bin was collected from the grid using a 

Matlab program. These three-dimensional grids were used by Matlab to compare dose 

distributions. When dose to a volume within the grid was needed, Matlab was used to 

integrate over the volume and sum the dose over several bins.  
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Also imported was a grid of equivalent size giving the uncertainty in the dose to each 

element in the dose grid, data which are calculated by Penelope and reported in the raw 

dose grid file. These uncertainties were used to keep track of propagation of error in 

reported dose results.  

 

Methods to improve efficiency and reduce variance 

Two principal methods were used to improve simulation efficiency and reduce variance 

in dosimetric results: 2-step simulation via PSFs and azimuthal particle redistribution.  

1. Phase Space Files- 2 step simulations: Monte Carlo simulations of LINACs and other 

radiosurgical devices are typically divided into multiple steps.26 First, particles are 

generated at a small- or point-source from a given energy spectrum and directed toward 

the target within an initial solid-angle cone, limiting the starting directions. After 

interacting with various shielding and beam-modifying components, but before reaching 

the patient or target volumes, the particles hit a limiting surface which records their final 

state (position, direction, and energy) into a PSF. After recording the PSF, the second 

step of the simulation is playing-back the recorded PSF particles. There are several ways 

that dividing the simulation in pieces improves calculation efficiency.  

Of the initially-generated particles, sometimes only a small fraction reaches this 

recording plane. For some 4 mm collimator simulations, less than 1% of the initial 

photons reach the PSF plane and are recorded. A 4 mm diameter circle inscribed on the 

surface of a sphere of radius 38.5 cm, the approximate distance from a source to the focus, 

is approximately 7x10-6 the area of the full sphere. By this calculation, 99.9993% of 
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photons generated by an isotropically emitting source would never reach the 4 mm 

diameter target. More photons than this end up reaching the target volume since many are 

scattered back toward the collimator, but it’s clear that a small minority of photons 

generated in the bushing will end up exiting the collimator at the far end.  

Since a PSF is typically played back several times, the PSF eliminates the need to 

simulate particles which will never make it near the target. Additionally, it eliminates the 

need to simultaneously model the entire geometry to be simulated. Dividing the process 

into steps allows first a collimator to be modeled, then on playback the collimator is 

removed and the target volume put in place. Minimizing the complexity of geometry to 

be modeled significantly improves simulation speed. A final advantage of multi-step 

simulations using PSFs is that the target geometry does not need to be defined during the 

first step. Once recorded, the PSF can be played back to impart fluence on a phantom, 

simulated animal anatomy, voxelized patient anatomy, or any other target.  

MC modeling is the ideal method for investigating these subtle differences since it is 

possible to determine the dosimetric differences across a single beam, including energy 

differences within a beam, by analyzing the PSF. Experimental methods such as film or 

gel dosimetry cannot record such spectral or directional information. 
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Figure 14: A cutaway of the collimator simulation geometry. The surface where a phase space file 

was recorded is visible on the right, flush with the opening of the collimator. Photons entering the 

PSF collection surface were recorded into a PSF.  

 

Simulations generated photons at the position of the Cobalt-60 source and directed them 

within a 22.5-degree cone, measured from the beam center, down the series of concentric 

cylinders that make up a GK collimator (45 degree solid angle cone). Photons which 

passed out of the tungsten collimator assembly reached the PSF plane, shown in Figure 

14, and were recorded. Photons reaching this plane were mostly near their initial energies 

of 1.33 or 1.17 MeV, although a predictable amount of the spectrum was also filled with 

lower energy scattered photons, similar to the spectrum in Figure 4. On playback, the 

photons are sequentially re-emitted from their recorded position in the recorded direction 

with the recorded energy toward the target of choice.  

Figures 15-17 show the dose distribution from each row of one sector’s irradiation within 

the 16 cm diameter Elekta dosimetry sphere from the 16 mm, 8 mm, and 4 mm 

collimators, respectively. See Figure 9 for the source distribution within each row. Each 
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source in a row was collected as a single PSF and then rotated about the z-axis to the 

proper source position. Different random seed values mean the cloned beams differ after 

the first interaction.  

 

 
(A) (B) (C) 

 
 (D) (E) 

Figure 15: Dose delivered by each row of one sector set to the 16 mm collation size. High dose 

areas are red; low dose areas are blue, with different linear scales for each image. The images in 

A-E correspond to each collimator row, A-E. Some beams overlap before reaching the sphere’s 

surface.  
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(A) (B) (C) 

 
 (D) (E) 

Figure 16: Dose delivered by each row of one sector set to the 8 mm collation size. High dose 

areas are red; low dose areas are blue, with different linear scales for each image. The images in 

A-E correspond to each collimator row, A-E. Some beams overlap before reaching the sphere’s 

surface. 
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(A) (B) (C) 

 
 (D) (E) 

Figure 17: Dose delivered by each row of one sector set to the 4 mm collation size. High dose 

areas are red; low dose areas are blue, with different linear scales for each image. The planes in 

A-E correspond to each collimator row, A-E.  

 

Figures 15-17 show how a single recorded PSF can be rotated about the z-axis to model 

the several sources in a row. The sources in row A for each collimator are uniformly 

distributed, but one lone source is apparent in rows B-E on the right side of Figures 15-17. 

Figure 9 shows the one lone source in rows B-E as well. The screw thread that drives the 

sector passes through this gap in sources. The number of sources per row was selected by 

the manufacturer to maximize the number of cylindrical sources in the limited sector 

space.  
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2. Azimuthal Particle Redistribution: Collection of sufficiently large PSFs requires many 

computing hours to reach levels where the variance in resulting dose distributions 

becomes low enough for practical use. Azimuthal particle redistribution (APR) was 

developed to make this process more efficient by taking advantage of symmetrical 

components in the simulated volume.51  

For example: A LINAC model is simulating a square field and a phase space file is 

collected where the photons exit the collimators. If the geometry that created these 

photons is to some degree symmetrical about the azimuthal axis, the center of the beam, 

then all the collected photons in this square beam can be rotated in 90-degree increments 

about the azimuthal axis without loss of simulation accuracy. The collected photons 

could also be mirrored over the x- or y-axes. By this method, a PSF designed to produce 

a square field can be increased in size by eight-fold with little computing necessary.  

Since the GK beams are circular, even more azimuthal redistribution of particles is 

possible. Elekta made use of APR when generating their convolution dosimetry 

algorithm.29  

For our model, we decided against using APR with the assumption that the beams were 

symmetric about the beam’s central axis because the finite-sized, tilted source (see Figure 

12) breaks the axial symmetry. This geometry is only symmetric when mirrored over the 

plane produced by the central axis of the tilted source and the beam’s central axis. 

Mirroring produces a relatively modest doubling of PSF size. Although the 4 mm 

collimator’s source geometry is symmetric about the azimuthal axis, we only mirrored 
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the 4 mm collimator’s PSFs in order to keep parity with the other collimator’s 

simulations.  

 

Collimator output factor calculation and dependencies 

Output factors are calculated by computing the dose deposited to a small volume of water 

at the center of the dosimetry sphere. We evaluated dose to a spherical volume 1.6 mm in 

diameter. The energy deposited in this volume, reported in eV, was recorded for each 

row’s output. The absolute value of the dose is typically not critical outside of 

spectroscopy measurements, so only doses relative to the reference collimator outputs are 

reported here.  

In theory an output factor is the dose deposited at the infinitesimal point of maximum 

dose at the focus, but any useful measurement must take place over a finite volume. We 

measured the OF over a range of volumes from 0.5 to 4 mm diameter and found the 1.6 

mm diameter produced OFs closest to the manufacturer’s OF values. Our comparisons 

with Elekta’s OFs should be interpreted only as degrees of agreement between different 

MC models.  

 

Computational Resources 

All MC-based radiation simulations are examples of “embarrassingly parallel” problems, 

a class of problems where pieces of the problem can be computed in parallel without the 

need for communication between the parallel tasks.  
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Computations were performed on Wake Forest’s DEAC Linux cluster, a centrally-

managed high-performance computing environment consisting of ~140 computer nodes 

capable of performing about 1300 simultaneous jobs.52  

In this work between fifteen and seventy-five nodes were given different portions of the 

simulation at once and the results summed or merged. Our code provided each simulation 

instance with a different set of pseudorandom seeds generated by the Linux command 

$RANDOM in a Bash shell. Penelope internally generates its own random numbers 

thereafter.10 At peak computation times, 75 jobs were performed simultaneously over 

approximately 15 hours per simulation. Under typical circumstances, depending on 

geometry, a node computed 700-8000 showers per second, where a shower is complete 

simulation of a primary particle and all secondaries.  

 

Radiochromic Film 

Radiochromic films are frequently used to measure ionizing radiation fields due to their 

high spatial resolution, low energy dependence, and near tissue-equivalence.53,54 For this 

work, we used GafChromic EBT2 QD+ film (Ashland Specialty Products, Wayne, NJ) 

and an HP ScanJet 5550c scanner. Flat-bed document scanners like the one used have 

been shown capable of providing accurate dosimetry, within 1%.55 EBT2 film is rated by 

the manufacturer as accurate over dose ranges of 1 cGy to 10 Gy measured in the red 

color channel.  

A dose versus pixel intensity calibration curve was generated by irradiating seven films at 

the isocenter of the 16 cm diameter solid water dosimetry sphere, as shown in Figure 18. 
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Due to the design of the solid water dosimetry sphere, films can be placed only in the 

axial (XY) and coronal (XZ) planes, and not in the sagittal (YZ) plane. Due to sector 

geometric symmetry about the longitudinal (Z) axis, in principle, correctly positioned 

coronal and sagittal films should yield the same dose distribution, however, differing 

source activities in each sector could conceivably result in slightly different dose 

distributions.  

 

 

Figure 18: Irradiation setup for film calibrations with coordinate system for reference. Pieces of 

the solid water Elekta dosimetry sphere were removed to show the center of the setup. The yellow 

radiochromic film is held at the isocenter of the sphere, here shown in the coronal (XZ) plane. 

The film has two holes punched and solid water rods hold the film in place.  
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Doses from 0 to 300 cGy were planned in LGP and delivered at regular dose intervals 

using the 16 mm collimator of the Perfexion to provide a wide central area of uniform 

dose. Following established protocols,55 the films were left in the dark for 12 hours then 

scanned in color at 300 dpi and saved in a lossless format. Using ImageJ56 software, the 

red channel of each image was isolated and a central square of each film was cropped-out 

measuring 545 pixels / 4.61 cm on a side. These square images were re-saved in a 

lossless format.  

The square images were imported into Matlab. A central square 2.54 mm on a side was 

selected out of each image and the average pixel intensity was calculated over that 900 

pixel area. The pixel intensity and dose were correlated and a 4th order polynomial was 

generated to fit the curve. The points and curve are shown in Figure 19. The dose range 

of up to 300 cGy was selected because the curve becomes progressively less sensitive at 

higher doses, as can be seen in Figure 19.  
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Figure 19: Pixel intensity value to dose calibration curve (dotted) and film measurement points.  

 

Using the calibration curve equation, a function was written in Matlab to convert the 

pixel intensity numbers in radiochromic film images to dose maps, as shown in Figure 20.  
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Figure 20: (Top row) The red channel portion of three radiochromic film images used in creating 

the calibration curve. The pixel intensity near the center of each image was correlated with the 

prescribed dose delivered by the GK. Images are 4.6 x 4.6 cm.  

(Bottom row) The same images with each pixel value converted to dose. Numbers along axes are 

number of pixels (545x545 pixels each). The colorbar indicates dose in cGy.  

 

Using this method, we were able to record dose distributions experimentally at high 

resolution for comparison with our MC results.  

 

Maximum Allowed Dose Difference Method 

A quantitative tool is needed to measure differences between dose distributions in order 

to verify the accuracy of dose calculation algorithms. The most straight-forward method 

of comparing calculated versus measured dose distributions on a pixel-by-pixel basis runs 

into problems very quickly in regions with steep dose gradients (~ 40%/mm in the 
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penumbra).39 A method that accounts for deviations in both dose and position is required 

for comprehensive analysis.57 The Maximum Allowed Dose Difference (MADD) method 

was developed by Steve Jiang as a general framework for comparing dose distributions in 

both dose- and spatial-domains.58 MADD has been evaluated and used by at least 30 

scholarly articles.59-64 A Matlab code example of the method was acquired through 

personal correspondence with Dr Jiang and recoded into a Matlab function without 

modification. Proper operation of the code was confirmed using known test distributions 

included with the code.  

Like other similar methods, MADD compares a reference and a test dose distribution and 

assigns a pass or fail to each point in the reference distribution. The fraction of points that 

pass provides a simple quantitative measure of agreement between the distributions. 

Examining where failures occurred helps a physicist evaluate the clinical significance of 

the differences – failures in a low-dose region are usually less clinically significant than 

failures in a high-dose region.  

 

MADD Methodology 

Dose distribution comparison methods start with a reference dose distribution (Dr) and a 

test dose distribution (Dt). The reference distribution is taken as the “ground truth” to 

evaluate the test distribution,58 and is typically derived directly from experimental data. If 

the distributions differ in size/shape or resolution, the distributions are cropped to the area 

common to both distributions, and the test distribution is interpolated to match the 

reference point-for-point. This can mean direct three-dimensional (3D) to 3D comparison, 

as takes place between two different algorithms, or if the reference measurement is 3D as 
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with polymer gel dosimetry. Alternatively, two-dimensional (2D) to 3D comparisons 

truncates the 3D data not matched to the 2D reference, which is typically radiochromic 

film or an array of ion chambers.  

The reference dose Dr(r) is compared at each point r to the test dose Dt in the nearby 

neighborhood, as shown in Figure 21.  

 

Figure 21: This illustration helps define some variables. The vertical axis D is dose and the 

horizontal axis r represents space. The origin (r, Dr(r)) defines the comparison point r in the 

reference and the reference dose Dr(r) at that point. The curve Dt is the test dose distribution in 

the neighborhood of the origin. DD(r) is the dose difference at r and DTA(r) is the distance-to-

agreement along the r axis. (Illustration based on Jiang et al. 2004)  

 

The dose difference DD(r), calculated in equation 5, is the difference between the test and 

reference distributions at r.  

 )()()( rDrDrDD rt −=  (5) 

The distance-to-agreement DTA(r) is the distance along the r axis to a point where the 

test and reference distributions are equal. Figure 21 shows a one-dimensional (1D) test 
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dose distribution curve. When comparing 2D test dose distributions, there would be 

several test curves representing nearby test points in all directions from the reference 

point, and DTA(r) would be measured to the test curve nearest the origin.  

To evaluate what DD(r) and DTA(r) are acceptable, thresholds must be set. The 

predetermined dose tolerance δD0 is the dose difference threshold, the maximum 

acceptable |DD(r)|. The predetermined spatial tolerance δr0 is the distance threshold 

defining the neighborhood in r where the test dose Dt must match the reference D(r). 

These terms are defined visually in Figure 22.  

 

Figure 22: The vertical axis D is dose and the horizontal axis r represents one dimensional space, 

or distance from the reference point. δD0 is the predetermined dose difference threshold. If the 

absolute dose difference DD(r) is less than δD0, the comparison passes in dose at this point. δr0 is 

the predetermined spatial tolerance. If the distance-to-agreement DTA(r) is less than δr0, the 

comparison passes in the spatial domain at this point. Based on the curve shown, the point 

Dr(r=0) fails in dose and passes in space. (Illustration based on Jiang et al. 2004)  

 

Common criteria for evaluating dose differences vary from δD0=2-5% and δr0=2-5 mm 

for DTA.39 The Comprehensive Cancer Center at Wake Forest University uses a 3% / 
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3mm criterion with the gamma index algorithm, discussed below, when evaluating 

Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) plans for physics approval with a passing 

rate of 90% required. Intensity modulated treatments are one of the most complex 

radiation therapy modalities, so measurement of each planned field is required before 

treatment.  

When evaluating their own dose algorithms, Elekta uses the criterion of 3% / 0.5mm for 

dose and distance, respectively, which reflects the tighter mechanical tolerances of the 

Perfexion relative to a LINAC. This study used the same 3% / 0.5mm criterion when 

evaluating dose distributions.  

Several methods of applying these thresholds in dose and space exist to compare 

distributions. The simplest, the dose difference test, evaluates the reference and test doses 

at point r only, where point r passes if |DD(r)| < δD0.  

Composite analysis65 passes a point r if it passes the dose-difference test or if the DTA is 

under the threshold: if |DD(r)| < δD0 or |DTA(r)| < δr0. Composite analysis is shown in 

Figure 23(a).  
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Figure 23: Acceptance regions are shaded in the spatial-dose domain for different dose 

comparison methods. The vertical axis represents dose and the horizontal axis represents space. 

(a) Composite analysis passes the reference point if the test curve crosses the vertical axis 

between 0 and 1, or if the test curve crosses the horizontal axis between 0 and 1; (b) γ index 

passes if the curve traverses the shaded area; (c) box method passes if the curve traverses the 

shaded area. (Illustration based on Jiang et al. 2004)  

 

The γ-index method66 is a popular method that combines dose and spatial thresholds into 

a single pass/fail test. This method is defined in equation 6.58  

  (6) 

The coordinate (r’ ,Dt(r’) ) is defined as the point on the test curve closest to the origin at 

(r,Dr(r)). ∆r=|r-r’ | and ∆D=|Dr(r)- Dt(r’) |. As shown in Figure 23 (b), the effect of 

equation 6 is that any curve crossing the ellipse limited by the axes δr0 and δD0 passes the 

γ-index test for that point. The γ-index method is used at Wake Forest for evaluating 

IMRT plans using MapCheck software and the ArcCheck measurement device by Sun 

Nuclear.67  
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The box method, seen in Figure 23(c), simplifies the γ-index method by passing any test 

point within the “box” about the origin limited by δr0 and δD0 in the dose versus space 

coordinate system. The MADD algorithm uses a modified version of the box method 

when passing or failing evaluation points.  

MADD turns the pass/fail test from one in the spatial and dose domains to a test at a 

single point in the dose domain only. As shown in Figure 24, the test dose distribution is 

shifted in the dose direction (vertically) until it is tangent to the ellipse of the γ-index 

acceptance area. The value MADD(r) is calculated as the shifted test dose Dt’’(r)  

evaluated at r. The evaluation point passes if the dose difference |DD(r)| is less than or 

equal to MADD(r) at r.  
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Figure 24: Schematic of MADD method: The vertical axis D is dose and the horizontal axis r 

represents space. δD0 and δr0 are the predetermined dose difference and spatial difference 

thresholds. The ellipse is the acceptance region defined by the γ-index method. The solid line 

is the test dose distribution Dt and the dashed line is the shifted test dose distribution Dt’’  

which has been shifted in the dose direction (vertically) until the curve is tangent to the 

acceptance region ellipse. MADD is the distance along the D axis from the origin (r, Dr) 

to the shifted test dose Dt(r). The test point passes if |DD(r)| is less than or equal to 

MADD. (Illustration based on Jiang et al. 2004)  

 

The degree of similarity between a reference and test dose distribution is given by the 

pass rate, which the percentage of reference points that passed the analysis method’s 

(gamma, MADD, etc) test.  

One inherent flaw in any dose distribution comparison method is the inclusion of 

irrelevant points in the comparison. For example: A tiny radiation field that occupied 

only 5% of the measured area could, when compared to a zero-dose field, get a 95% pass 

rate since only 5% of the points differ from the reference, uniform dose of zero. It is 

important therefore to either manually define a region-of-interest (ROI) that eliminates 
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low-dose areas from that pass-rate analysis, or apply a threshold to define the ROI. The 

industry standard threshold for gamma index analysis and similar methods is 10% of the 

maximum dose, meaning that the pass/failure of points with doses less than 10% of 

maximum are ignored when counting up the passing fraction.68 Some articles39 that make 

use of MADD analysis, however, do not clearly apply a threshold ROI, so in this work 

we report pass rates both with and without a 10% threshold applied.  

The dose/space pass criteria of 3% / 0.5 mm, and threshold of 10% were selected to allow 

direct comparison with other users and articles that used the same pass criteria and 

threshold.  
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RESULTS 

Energy Spectra 

A simple check on the validity of the simulation is found in the photon energy spectrum 

delivered to the dosimetry sphere, shown in Figure 25. This energy spectrum matches the 

expected results for radioactive decay of Cobalt-60, as shown previously in Figure 4. 

This result indicates that both photon generation and subsequent interactions are being 

modeled properly.  

 

Figure 25: Photon spectra delivered to the dosimetry sphere. The two energy peaks for 

unscattered photons from Cobalt-60 (γ1 = 1.17 MeV, γ2 = 1.33 MeV) are clearly visible, along 

with other scattering phenomena.  
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The two Cobalt-60 photopeaks are clearly visible in Figure 25 and 26. Compton edges 

are also seen at 1.12 MeV and 0.960 MeV, as predicted by equation 1, along with 

decaying probability of interaction to the left of the edges, as predicted by the Klein-

Nishina cross section from Figure 3. The total number of interactions from a given 

collimator’s photons scales roughly with the area of the collimator.  

 

Figure 26: Normalized energy spectra of photons delivered to the dosimetry sphere. The counts 

for each collimator are normalized to the bin with the maximum number of counts, at the 1.17 

MeV Co-60 peak for all 3 collimators. The 4 mm collimator has the largest relative number of 

scatter counts at lower energy, indicating a larger portion of the dose delivered by the 4 mm 

collimator is from scattered photons than the other two collimators.  

 

Figure 26, which normalizes the spectra from Figure 25 by setting the highest peak in 

each spectrum equal, shows the relative number of counts in the low energy scatter area 
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is higher for the 4 mm collimator than the other two collimators, and higher in the 8 mm 

collimator than the 16 mm collimator. The normalizing of the counts exaggerates this 

effect. Un-normalized, as in Figure 25, the number of photons delivered to the target 

visibly scales with the cross-sectional area of the collimator. Photons traveling down the 

narrower collimator have a smaller chance of making it through without interacting along 

the way than those in a larger collimator, so a larger proportion of photons as low energy 

scatter makes physical sense.  

 

Output Factors 

Collimator OFs and row OFs were calculated by measuring the dose to a small sphere of 

water at the center of the 16 cm diameter Elekta dosimetry sphere, simulated as a sphere 

of water in Penelope. Since there is no clear consensus on what the volume should be to 

measure the OFs, we varied the size of the measurement volume to find a volume that 

produced results close to the manufacturer’s values. Table II and Figure 27 shows how 

OF results vary with the volume over which they are measured.  
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Meas. Volume 

Diameter (cm) 
4 mm Collimator OF 8 mm Collimator OF 

0.05 0.8495±0.0080 0.9048±0.0089 

0.10 0.8301±0.0031 0.9042±0.0033 

0.15 0.7841±0.0015 0.9037±0.0017 

0.20 0.7016±0.0009 0.8996±0.0011 

0.25 0.5705±0.0006 0.8892±0.0008 

0.30 0.4424±0.0004 0.8666±0.0006 

0.35 0.3470±0.0003 0.8225±0.0004 

0.40 0.2843±0.0002 0.7612±0.0003 

 
TABLE II: Collimator OFs calculated by MC in water spheres of varying diameters located at the 

radiation focus at the center of the Elekta dosimetry sphere. OFs decrease as the measurement 

volume increases. Uncertainty in the OF result decreases as the measurement volume increases 

due to the larger number of interactions incorporated into the sum. These data are shown 

graphically in Figure 27 with a larger number of volumes measured.  
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(A)  (B) 

 
(C)  (D) 

Figure 27: For all images: the horizontal axis is the diameter of the sphere over which dose was 
measured, and the vertical axis is the output factor calculated over a spherical dosimeter of the 

given volume. The horizontal dashed lines are the reference OF values provided by the 
manufacturer. A MC-calculated OF exactly agrees with the manufacturer’s value at the point 

where the solid MC curve crosses the dashed reference line of the same color.  
(A) The collimator output factors show the strong dependence of the 4 mm collimator on the 

volume of measurement. The error bars around each point show how uncertainty in OF results 
decreases as the volume of measurement increases, due to the larger number of interactions 

measured in the larger volumes.  
(B-D) The row output factors for the 16 mm, 8 mm, and 4 mm collimator. The dotted lines at the 

bottom of each plot are the absolute difference between the MC OF value measured over that 
diameter and the reference value; a small difference indicates a good choice of measurement 

diameter.  
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Figure 27(D) shows that the difference between our 4 mm row OF calculations and 

Elekta’s values comes to a minimum when we measure over a 1.6 mm diameter volume. 

The other collimator and row OF results do fairly well at the 1.6 mm measurement 

volume as well, so we selected the 1.6 mm diameter sphere as our measurement volume 

for all OF calculations.  

 

Collimator Output Factors 

Collimator OFs are calculated as the dose delivered at the focus by the 4 mm or 8 mm 

collimators compared to the dose delivered to the same volume by the 16 mm collimator. 

Our collimator OF results are reported in Table III.  

 

Collimator MC Output Factor 
Elekta  

Output Factors 
% Difference 

16 mm 1.000* 1.000 - 

8 mm 0.904±0.002 0.900 0.48% 

4 mm 0.806±0.002 0.814 -0.96% 

 
TABLE III: MC-calculated OFs measured over a 1.6 mm diameter sphere at the center of the 16 

mm diameter dosimetry sphere. *The 16 mm collimator is normalized as the reference value.  

 

Both MC calculated results differ from the Elekta values by more than the statistical MC 

uncertainty, but by less than 1%.  
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Row Output Factors 

Row OFs are the dose delivered by a single source in a particular row at the focus divided 

by the dose delivered by the 16 mm collimator’s row B to the same measurement volume. 

The 16 mm collimator’s row B is used as the reference value because the dose it delivers 

to the focus is the greatest. 16 mm row B’s sources are closest to the focus, which due to 

the inverse square law, means the dose delivered is greater than more distant rows.  

Table IV shows our row OF results measured over the 1.6 mm diameter dosimeter. All 

results were within 2.5% of the Elekta recommended values. The greatest deviation from 

manufacturer values was seen with the 8 mm collimator row OFs, one of which was 

2.44% higher than expected.  
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Collimator Row 
MC  

Output Factor 

Elekta  

Output Factor 
% Difference 

A 0.968±0.045 0.961 0.69% 

B 1.000* 1.000 - 

C 0.987±0.045 0.981 0.65% 

D 0.924±0.044 0.914 1.05% 

16 mm 

E 0.852±0.040 0.847 0.54% 

A 0.944±0.043 0.934 1.12% 

B 0.929±0.044 0.919 1.10% 

C 0.883±0.041 0.874 1.03% 

D 0.796±0.038 0.782 1.75% 

8 mm 

E 0.725±0.037 0.708 2.44% 

A 0.799±0.037 0.812 -1.60% 

B 0.821±0.040 0.823 -0.27% 

C 0.798±0.038 0.795 0.31% 

D 0.729±0.037 0.726 0.47% 

4 mm 

E 0.667±0.034 0.664 0.44% 

 
TABLE IV: Row OF results for each row of each collimator. *16 mm row B is the highest-output 

reference row. All row OF results are within 2.5% of Elekta’s recommended values.  

 

Comparison of Profile Curves 

The single sector dose distributions generated by MC and the TMR10 algorithm of LGP 

were initially compared using their dose profile curves. Figures 28 show the profile 

curves at 0.5 mm resolution (100 points per curve) along all axes from irradiation with 

one sector. This comparison is for Sector 1, which is oriented in the vertical plane from 

anterior to posterior along the Y-axis, (from top to bottom in Figures 7 and 9).  
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(A)  (B) 

 (C) 
Figure 28: Dose profile curves along all axes from a single sector of the 16 mm collimator. The 

blue curves were calculated by MC code; the green curves were generated by LGP’s TMR10 

algorithm.  
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(A)  (B) 

  (C) 
Figure 29: Dose profile curves along all axes from a single sector of the 8 mm collimator. The 

blue curves were calculated by MC code; the green curves were generated by LGP’s TMR10 

algorithm. 
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(A)  (B) 

  (C) 
Figure 30: Dose profile curves along all axes from a single sector of the 4 mm collimator. The 

blue curves were calculated by MC code; the green curves were generated by LGP’s TMR10 

algorithm. 

 

The output (height) of each curve matches the output factor for the calculation method 

that generated the profile. The MC curves have collimator OFs of 0.904 and 0.806, and 

the TMR10 curves show collimator OFs of 0.900 and 0.814 for 8 mm and 4 mm 

collimators, respectively. If a correction factor was applied to match the collimator OFs 

(meaning, use of the same normalization factor), in most cases the profiles would show 

closer agreement. The profile along the Y-axis is elongated, as expected for the use of 
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one sector only. For instance, Figure 10 shows the effect of using blocked sectors or 

different sector combinations with Figure 10a showing an elongated distribution along 

the Y-axis when two opposed sectors are used(Sectors 1 and 5).  

The MC profiles have slightly irregular shapes relative to the smooth TMR10 profiles 

due to the noise inherent to MC simulations, and the fact that the MC curves have not 

been artificially smoothed. Figures 28-30 show good agreement between the dose 

distributions generated by MC and TMR10. The dose differences appear to exist more in 

the spatial dimension than the dose dimension in most cases. For example, in Figure 

28(A), the left sides of the curves do not overlap but have very similar shapes, indicating 

the problem may be due to misalignment between coordinate systems. In some cases the 

offset between the profiles is smaller than the resolution of the data, as in Figure 28(A). 

In other cases, such as the right side of Figure 28(B), the offset is significant.  

The single-sector dose profile curves are reproduced in the Appendix, Figure 54, with the 

addition of error bars for MC data.  

 

Figures 31-33 show profile curves for irradiation from all eight sectors for each 

collimator, a full “shot” of dose, as calculated at the focus in the Elekta dosimetry sphere 

by MC and LGP’s TMR10 algorithm.  
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(A)  (B) 

 (C) 
Figure 31: Dose profile curves along the x, y, and z axes from all eight sectors of the 16 mm 

collimator. The blue curves were calculated by MC code; the green curves were generated by 

LGP’s TMR10 algorithm. 
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(A)  (B) 

 (C) 
Figure 32: Dose profile curves along the x, y, and z axes from all eight sectors of the 8 mm 

collimator. The blue curves were calculated by MC code; the green curves were generated by 

LGP’s TMR10 algorithm. 
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(A)  (B) 

 (C) 
Figure 33: Dose profile curves along the x, y, and z axes from all eight sectors of the 4 mm 

collimator. The blue curves were calculated by MC code; the green curves were generated by 

LGP’s TMR10 algorithm. 

 

The full profile curves show strong agreement between the MC and TMR10 algorithms. 

As in Figures 28-30, the height of each curve matches the collimator OF of the algorithm 

that generated the curve.  

In some places gaps between the curves, such as Figure 29(A) and (B), are of a width less 

than the resolution of the figure. Attempts to improve agreement between the curves in 
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these figures by shifting one curve over by 0.5 mm creates a gap of equal size on the 

opposite side of the curve. This offset difference can be seen by comparing Figure 32 (A) 

and (B). The x-axis and y-axis profiles should be identical in this geometry, but the offset 

by a single pixel makes the two figures mirror images of one-another.  

 

For reference, Figure 34 shows the y-axis profile curves generated by the MC model 

created for the author’s M.S. thesis.69 In this geometry the x-axis curve is identical to the 

y-axis curve.  
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(A) 

(B) 

(C) 
Figure 34: Dose profile curves along the y-axis from all eight sectors of the 16, 8, and 4 mm 

collimator in A, B, and C, respectively, as calculated by the version of the simulation used for the 

author’s M.S. thesis. The blue curves were calculated by MC code; the black dotted curves were 

generated by LGP’s TMR9 algorithm, and the black solid curve is based on a film measurement 

performed by an Elekta engineer. Collimator OF values were ignored for these curves.  
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The dose profile curves previously created for the M.S. thesis were generated by rotating 

the dose distribution from a single source model with a constant angular increment about 

the z-axis as opposed to simulating the particles from those different angles within the 

MC model itself. The LGP curves in Figure 34 were created by the old TMR9 algorithm. 

The former disagreements in dose at the shoulders of the 16 mm and 8 mm collimator 

profiles are absent in the new profile curves.  

 

MC Comparison with Elekta-Calculated Dose Distributions 

LGP’s TMR10 algorithm was used to create a dose distribution from a single sector for 

each collimator size delivered to a model of the Elekta dosimetry sphere. As shown in 

Figure 9, a single sector consists of 24 sources. All single-sector experimental data in this 

report use sector #1, the sector anterior to the patient. All sectors are mechanically 

identical and symmetric about the z-axis in 45 degree steps for eight total sectors.  

The TMR10-calculated dose distribution of a single sector’s output was exported in the 

DICOM-RT format at a resolution of 0.25x0.25x0.25 mm voxel size, the smallest size 

available. The exported dose distribution was imported into Matlab and compared with a 

Monte Carlo-generated dose distribution of the same geometry and spatial resolution. The 

two dose distributions centered about the focus of the Perfexion, representing cubes 2.5 

cm on a side. The dose distributions were shifted relative to one-another up to 1 mm in 

each direction to optimize for dosimetric agreement. Shifts are sometimes used when 

comparing dose distributions to account for setup error and differences in positions of the 

isocenter or focus between distributions. The coordinates of the focus are not directly 
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reported in the DICOM-RT files exported by LGP, so shifts are necessary to manually 

determine the position of the focus within the LGP-generated matrix.  

The two relative dose distributions were compared using the MADD method with a 3% / 

0.5 mm pass criteria. The passing rates for each collimator are shown in Table V.  

 

Collimator 
MADD Pass Rate 

(no threshold) 

MADD Pass Rate 

(10% threshold) 

16 mm 99.97% 56.87% 

8 mm 99.55% 91.45% 

4 mm 99.82% 70.93% 

 
TABLE V: 2.5 cm cube dose distributions at 0.25 mm resolution generated by LGP and our MC 

model were compared using the MADD algorithm with 3% / 0.5 mm criteria. The MADD pass 

rate is the percent of passing points in the reference volume (LGP) when compared to the test 

volume (MC).  

 

Contour plots of the single sector dose distributions generated by LGP’s TMR10 

algorithm and our MC code are shown in Figures 35-37. Both TMR10 and MC generate 

three-dimensional dose distributions, so the three principal planes are shown. A single 

sector of the 16 mm collimator is shown in Figure 35, while the 8 mm and 4 mm 

collimator single sector distributions are shown in Figures 36 and 37, respectively.  
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16 mm Collimator Dose Distributions from TMR10 and MC Calculations 

 

Figure 35: Planes of dose distributions from a single sector of the 16 mm collimator are shown on 
the left side.  The right side shows points in the same plane that fail the MADD algorithm test, 
with no 10% threshold used. The axial (XY) plane, sagittal (ZY), and coronal (XZ) planes are 
shown. Since the comparison is between 3D distributions, many failing points are not in the 

selected planes and are not shown.  
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8 mm Collimator Dose Distributions from TMR10 and MC Calculations 

 

Figure 36: Planes of dose distributions from a single sector of the 8 mm collimator are shown on 
the left side.  The right side shows points in the same plane that fail the MADD algorithm test, 
with no 10% threshold used. The axial (XY) plane, sagittal (ZY), and coronal (XZ) planes are 
shown. Since the comparison is between 3D distributions, many failing points are not in the 

selected planes and are not shown.  
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4 mm Collimator Dose Distributions from TMR10 and MC Calculations 

 

Figure 37: Planes of dose distributions from a single sector of the 4 mm collimator are shown on 
the left side.  The right side shows points in the same plane that fail the MADD algorithm test, 
with no 10% threshold used. The axial (XY) plane, sagittal (ZY), and coronal (XZ) planes are 
shown. Since the comparison is between 3D distributions, many failing points are not in the 

selected planes and are not shown.  
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By looking at the contour plots in Figures 35-37 side by side with the points of failure, 

it’s possible to see what regions of the models disagree in terms of dose. Another way to 

view the points of failure is by looking at the distance between the same contour levels 

between models, here indicated by the same color of solid versus dashed lines. Figures 

38-40 are magnified versions of Figures 35-37 to allow closer examination of those 

contour lines by cropping out the low-dose regions. Note that this transformation in some 

cases makes the axes unequal.  

 

16 mm Collimator Dose Distributions from TMR10 and MC Calculations 

 

Figure 38: Planes of dose distributions from a single sector of the 16 mm collimator. The axial 

(XY) plane, sagittal (ZY), and coronal (XZ) planes are shown. The vertical and horizontal 

dimensions are not equal in every image.  
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8 mm Collimator Dose Distributions from TMR10 and MC Calculations 

 

Figure 39: Planes of dose distributions from a single sector of the 8 mm collimator. The axial 

(XY) plane, sagittal (ZY), and coronal (XZ) planes are shown. The vertical and horizontal 

dimensions are not equal in every image.  

 

4 mm Collimator Dose Distributions from TMR10 and MC Calculations 

 

Figure 40: Planes of dose distributions from a single sector of the 4 mm collimator. The axial 

(XY) plane, sagittal (ZY), and coronal (XZ) planes are shown. The vertical and horizontal 

dimensions are not equal in every image.  
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TMR10 Comparison with Film Measurements 

To provide a measure of validation for the film dosimetry measurements, the previous 

section’s TMR10-generated single-sector irradiations were compared to film 

measurements of the same irradiation setup. The same film measurements are compared 

to the MC-generated dose distributions in the following section.  

Film measurements of a single-sector irradiation were taken in the plane of the focus at 

the center of the solid water dosimetry sphere as shown in Figure 18. Film pixel 

intensities were converted to dose and compared to MC-calculated dose distributions in 

the same plane, as shown in Figures 19 and 20. Table VI shows the results of MADD 

comparisons between film and LGP dose distributions.  

 

Collimator Plane 
MADD Pass Rate 

(no threshold) 

MADD Pass Rate 

(10% threshold) 

Axial (XY) 82.6% 62.3% 
16 mm 

Coronal (XZ) 92.0% 52.4% 

Axial (XY) 86.5% 55.2% 
8 mm 

Coronal (XZ) 96.9% 66.8% 

Axial (XY) 98.9% 87.1% 
4 mm 

Coronal (XZ) 97.3% 63.1% 

 
TABLE VI: MADD pass rates from comparisons between film and LGP-calculated dose 

distributions with the 3% / 0.5 mm MADD criteria.  

 

The film versus TMR10 results show high pass rates when no threshold was applied, and 

significantly lower pass rates when a threshold was in place. Figures 41-46 compare the 
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film dose distributions to TMR10 calculations in contour plots and figures showing 

which points passed and failed the MADD algorithm test, starting with results in the axial 

plane. Figures 41-46 show the MADD test results in the coronal plane and axial planes, 

including magnified images for better detail.  
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16 mm Collimator Dose Distributions from Film Measurements and LGP Calculations 

Axial Plane 

 

(A)  (B) 

(C) 

Figure 41: (A) Normalized film and LGP-calculated dose distributions from one sector of the 16 

mm collimator. (B) Points which failed the MADD algorithm test with 3% / 0.5 mm criteria. (C) 

Dose distribution contours with low dose areas cropped out, making the axes unequal.  
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8 mm Collimator Dose Distributions from Film Measurements and LGP Calculations  

Axial Plane 

 

(A)  (B) 

(C) 

Figure 42: (A) Normalized film and LGP-calculated dose distributions from one sector of the 8 

mm collimator. (B) Points which failed the MADD algorithm test with 3% / 0.5 mm criteria. (C) 

Dose distribution contours with low dose areas cropped out, making the axes unequal.  
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4 mm Collimator Dose Distributions from Film Measurements and LGP Calculations  

Axial Plane 

 

(A)  (B) 

(C) 

Figure 43: (A) Normalized film and LGP-calculated dose distributions from one sector of the 4 

mm collimator. (B) Points which failed the MADD algorithm test with 3% / 0.5 mm criteria. (C) 

Dose distribution contours with low dose areas cropped out, making the axes unequal.  
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16 mm Collimator Dose Distributions from Film Measurements and LGP Calculations  

Coronal Plane 

 

(A)  (B) 

(C) 

Figure 44: (A) Normalized film and LGP-calculated dose distributions from one sector of the 16 

mm collimator. (B) Points which failed the MADD algorithm test with 3% / 0.5 mm criteria. (C) 

Dose distribution contours with low dose areas cropped out, making the axes unequal.  
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8 mm Collimator Dose Distributions from Film Measurements and LGP Calculations  

Coronal Plane 

 

(A)  (B) 

(C) 

Figure 45: (A) Normalized film and LGP-calculated dose distributions from one sector of the 8 

mm collimator. (B) Points which failed the MADD algorithm test with 3% / 0.5 mm criteria. (C) 

Dose distribution contours with low dose areas cropped out, making the axes unequal.  
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4 mm Collimator Dose Distributions from Film Measurements and LGP Calculations  

Coronal Plane 

 

(A)  (B) 

(C) 

Figure 46: (A) Normalized film and LGP-calculated dose distributions from one sector of the 4 

mm collimator. (B) Points which failed the MADD algorithm test with 3% / 0.5 mm criteria. (C) 

Dose distribution contours with low dose areas cropped out, making the axes unequal.  
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Though the contour plots in many cases show strong agreement between the film and 

TMR10 dose distributions, the MADD algorithm with a 10% threshold applied gave pass 

rates of 50-60% in most cases, indicating significant differences in the dose distributions 

in high dose rate areas. Another possibility is that the film dosimetry data are inaccurate. 

Film data are susceptible to thin-film interference artifacts, like those evident in the 

sawtooth-patterns in Figure 43(C), as well as other problems relating to the accurate 

measurement of absolute dose.  

 

MC Comparison with Film Measurements 

The films discussed in the previous section were compared to the MC-calculated dose 

distributions. Table VII shows the results of MADD comparisons between film and MC 

dose distributions.  

Collimator Plane 
MADD Pass Rate 

(no threshold) 

MADD Pass Rate 

(10% threshold) 

Axial (XY) 87.4% 72.9% 
16 mm 

Coronal (XZ) 93.0% 59.0% 

Axial (XY) 97.1% 87.3% 
8 mm 

Coronal (XZ) 98.4% 73.0% 

Axial (XY) 97.9% 77.4% 
4 mm 

Coronal (XZ) 98.3% 83.5% 

 
TABLE VII: MADD pass rates from comparisons between film and MC-calculated dose 

distributions using the 3% / 0.5 mm criteria.  

 

Figures 47-52 show contours of the paired dose distributions in the axial (XY) and 

coronal (XZ) planes, and the points of failure for each distribution.  
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16 mm Collimator Dose Distributions from Film Measurements and MC Calculations 

Axial Plane 

 

(A)  (B) 

(C) 

Figure 47: (A) Normalized film and MC-calculated dose distributions from one sector of the 16 

mm collimator. (B) Points which failed the MADD algorithm test with 3% / 0.5 mm criteria. (C) 

Dose distribution contours with low dose areas cropped out, making the axes unequal.  
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8 mm Collimator Dose Distributions from Film Measurements and MC Calculations  

Axial Plane 

 

(A)  (B) 

(C) 

Figure 48: (A) Normalized film and MC-calculated dose distributions from one sector of the 8 

mm collimator. (B) Points which failed the MADD algorithm test with 3% / 0.5 mm criteria. (C) 

Dose distribution contours with low dose areas cropped out, making the axes unequal.  
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4 mm Collimator Dose Distributions from Film Measurements and MC Calculations  

Axial Plane 

 

(A)  (B) 

(C) 

Figure 49: (A) Normalized film and MC-calculated dose distributions from one sector of the 4 

mm collimator. (B) Points which failed the MADD algorithm test with 3% / 0.5 mm criteria. (C) 

Dose distribution contours with low dose areas cropped out, making the axes unequal.  
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16 mm Collimator Dose Distributions from Film Measurements and MC Calculations  

Coronal Plane 

 

(A)  (B) 

(C) 

Figure 50: (A) Normalized film and MC-calculated dose distributions from one sector of the 16 

mm collimator. (B) Points which failed the MADD algorithm test with 3% / 0.5 mm criteria. (C) 

Dose distribution contours with low dose areas cropped out, making the axes unequal.  
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8 mm Collimator Dose Distributions from Film Measurements and MC Calculations  

Coronal Plane 

 

(A)  (B) 

(C) 

Figure 51: (A) Normalized film and MC-calculated dose distributions from one sector of the 8 

mm collimator. (B) Points which failed the MADD algorithm test with 3% / 0.5 mm criteria. (C) 

Dose distribution contours with low dose areas cropped out, making the axes unequal.  
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4 mm Collimator Dose Distributions from Film Measurements and MC Calculations  

Coronal Plane 

(A)  (B) 

(C) 

Figure 52: (A) Normalized film and MC-calculated dose distributions from one sector of the 4 

mm collimator. (B) Points which failed the MADD algorithm test with 3% / 0.5 mm criteria. (C) 

Dose distribution contours with low dose areas cropped out, making the axes unequal.  
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Although the isodose plots in most cases appear to show strong agreement between dose 

distributions, the 3% / 0.5 mm criteria for the MADD comparison is very tight in the 

spatial domain, as seen in the points of failure plots. Radiochromic film dosimetry has 

challenges for precision that include film positioning errors for irradiation as well as 

acquisition errors during scanning. The dose comparisons for film versus the TMR10 and 

MC-calculated dose distributions show similar differences that relate to film accuracy. 

The more important comparison is for direct comparison of the TMR10 and MC-

calculated dose distributions, as shown in Figures 35-37. 
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DISCUSSION 

The photon energy spectra in Figures 25-26 show scattering from the collimator of a 

Cobalt-60 source consistent with our expectations. Compton edges are visible at energy 

levels predicted by theory. More low energy scatter was found with the smaller 

collimators’ spectra, indicating proportionally more photons scattering occurred in 

smaller diameter collimators. The level of low-energy scatter is greater in the current 

model than in the author’s previous studies. The most significant changes made from the 

previous model were 1) shielding surrounding the source, leaving photons only one un-

shielded exit from the source volume, and 2) a larger initial photon cone angle. The 

previous model emitted photons in a 6 degree cone, whereas the current model uses a 45 

degree cone. Many of the low-energy photons observed in the current model’s spectra 

may have scattered in the source housing before proceeding down the collimator with 

reduced energy.  

 

By analyzing output factors as a function of measurement volume, as seen in Figure 27, 

we were able to determine a measurement volume to enable a best possible comparison 

for the OFs calculated here and those calculated by Elekta. As expected, the 4 mm 

collimator was most sensitive to changes in the OF measurement volume. The 8 mm 

collimator’s output was constant until the measurement volume extended beyond the 

central high-dose plateau and started incorporating penumbra dose. The 16 mm 

collimator’s output was constant up to the largest measurement volume, a 5 mm diameter 

sphere, consistent with expectations.  
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The calculated collimator OFs were within 1% of the values used by Elekta. The 

difference is greater than the uncertainty for both the 4 mm and 8 mm collimator OFs, but 

so small as to likely be due to micrometer-scale differences between the simulation 

models.  

The row OFs calculated by MC were no more than 2.5% different from the row OFs used 

by Elekta. The 16 mm row OFs relative to the output of row B were all higher than the 

Elekta values, with the row D value greatest at 1.05% high. The 8 mm row OFs showed 

the greatest differences from the standard. All were higher than expected, with the row E 

OF most of all at 2.44% high. The 4 mm OFs were nearly all less than 1% different from 

Elekta’s values, with the greatest difference seen in row A at -1.60%. The OF 

measurement volume was selected with the 4 mm OF in mind since it is most susceptible 

to minute changes in measurement technique, so the strong agreement was expected.  

 

The 1D profile curves were the first tool used to compare the dose distributions. They 

provide a good qualitative measure of agreement between MC and TMR10 algorithms. In 

most cases, the dose disagreements were due to offsets in space rather than outright dose 

differences. The misalignments were smaller than the spatial resolution of the data, 0.5 

mm, indicating strong agreement. Higher resolution sampling would allow better 

alignment of offset curves, but has not yet been attempted due to the large number of 

photon histories needed.  

 

The 3D dose distributions generated by TMR10, and our MC model enable direct 

comparison of 3D calculated dose distributions. The MADD algorithm allowed a 
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quantitative comparison between the dose distributions using the 3% / 0.5 mm criteria. 

Table V compares the results of the single sector simulations. While the overall pass rate 

was very high, >99.5%, in all cases the results were less convincing once the 10% dose 

threshold was applied. The 8 mm collimator’s sector performed best with a pass rate of 

91.5%. The 4 mm collimator sector’s distribution has the fewest points above the 

threshold dose, and we found 70.9% of those points passed. The 16 mm collimator had 

the lowest pass rate after the threshold was applied. Only 56.9% of points above the 

threshold passed the MADD test. Examining the points of failure in Figure 35, it appears 

that many failing points are on the superior/anterior side of the dose distribution. This 

grouping may indicate a modeling problem with the sources in rows D and E, or perhaps 

a bias in the spatial registration of the two dose distributions for the comparison process.  

 

Since the dose distributions generated by LGP’s TMR10 have been thoroughly examined 

by Elekta and outside parties, especially within the dosimetry sphere setup, the 

comparison of TMR10 dose distributions to film measurements provided a measure of 

validation for the film measurements. Film can be a difficult media to work with, so we 

were not surprised to see that our film results did not exactly match the TMR10 

prediction. As seen in Table VI, when no threshold was applied, good pass rates were 

seen (>90%) for all but the axial plane of 16 mm and 8mm collimators; these two results 

had pass rates above 80%. With a 10% threshold applied, the 16 mm collimator’s pass 

rates were 62% and 52% in the axial and coronal planes, respectively. The 8 mm 

collimator’s pass rates were in the same range. The 4 mm collimator’s pass rates were 

87% and 63% in axial and coronal planes, respectively. This higher pass rate for the 4 
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mm collimator reflects the fact that no flat plateau of high dose rate exists for the 4 mm 

collimator – the high dose rate areas are also high gradient areas. The MADD algorithm 

assigns higher allowed-dose-differences to high gradient areas, so points with dose 

differences >3% will often pass.  

Though the film measurements were shown to be imperfect by the comparison with 

TMR10 results, film provided a method for directly comparing our MC measurements to 

experimental results. Table VII shows the MADD pass rates for these comparisons, again 

at the 3% / 0.5 mm pass level. Generally lower pass rates were expected for this 2D 

association versus the 3D comparisons handled in the tests with TMR10. In a 3D matrix, 

a given point is immediately adjacent to 26 points, conforming to the corners, edges, and 

faces of a cube (nearest neighbors, including slant distances). In a 2D matrix, only 8 

points are one step away, as in the edges and corners of a square. A 3D matrix therefore 

provides over three times as many nearby points for comparison, increasing the odds of 

passing.  

The film test results were positive, but show the need for improvement. With no 

threshold applied, the lowest pass rate was 87.4% for the 16 mm collimator in the axial 

(XY) plane. The 16 mm collimator’s coronal (XZ) plane was also fairly low at 92.8%. 

The 8 mm and 4 mm collimator’s films all had greater than 97% pass rates with no 

threshold applied.  

Applying the 10% threshold lowered all of the film pass rates. The most significant drop 

in pass rate was seen in the coronal (XZ) plane of the 16 mm collimator, passing only 
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59.0% of points. The 8 mm and 4 mm collimators passed approximately 70-85% points 

each.  

Looking at the points of failure in Figures 47, it is clear that the 16 mm collimator’s areas 

of failure were concentrated in the flat regions of the 50-90% isodose levels. Pass rates 

were high in high-gradient areas. One effect of the MADD algorithm is higher tolerance 

of dose differences in the high-gradient areas. The flat, central regions are low-gradient in 

dose, and are therefore held to tighter dosimetric standards by this evaluation method.  

Comparing the MADD pass rates in Tables VI and VII allow a direct comparison of 

whether the MC or TMR10 dose distributions are closer to the film dose distributions. In 

every case but one, the 4 mm collimator XY plane, the MC algorithm produced higher 

pass rates than TMR10, indicating the MC algorithm more closely reflects the 

experimental dose distribution as reported by film measurements. However, as noted 

previously, the radiochromic film measurement technique and analysis would benefit 

from improvements in dosimetric fidelity, particularly for radiosurgical applications.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

Our MC-based model of the GK Perfexion represents a significant step toward a third-

party implementation of GK PFX dosimetry. Our OF results showed strong conformance 

with the existing models and there is excellent agreement for MC versus TMR10 dose 

profiles for a single sector alone and for all eight sectors combined. The MADD analysis 

of our dose distributions using the manufacturer’s dosimetry model and our own film 

measurements shows room for improvement, particularly for comparisons using 

radiochromic film. The film result showing the MC algorithm outperformed the TMR10 

algorithm is promising, however, a more thorough, expert film dosimetry analysis is 

needed, including the possibility of an improved film scanner.  

The MC algorithm and possibly the Elekta algorithm could use significant improvements. 

All our analyses thus far have focused on the most idealized geometry. All simulations in 

this work were of the simplest dosimetry the Perfexion can generate and were carried out 

with a target in the center of a sphere of water, and compared to experiments in a sphere 

of solid water. Additionally, the Cobalt-60 sources were modeled as an individual stack 

of point sources at 1 mm intervals – a future improvement would be to model the sources 

as linear, or a cylindrical volume. Future comparisons should be made to more complex, 

heterogeneous geometries and with more complex plans. Export of the PSFs generated by 

this work to third party academic researchers will allow new applications of our model to 

unique research geometries and animal anatomies, where the model should theoretically 

outperform the existing dosimetry models that assume homogenous volumes of materials. 

Given the high failure rates of the MADD analysis, significantly more work is needed to 

investigate both radiochromic film dosimetry techniques and the MADD analysis as 
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applied to radiosurgical dose distributions. This model is not recommended for use for 

human dosimetry in the clinical setting, however, investigations of the model’s 

performance under conditions of inhomogeneities will be the focus of future work.  
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APPENDIX I 

Single Sector Dose Profiles with Error Range 

Single sector dose profile curves incorporating error propagated through the simulation 

are presented here. Compare to Figures 28-30.  

 
(A) (B) (C) 

 
(D) (E) (F) 

 
(G) (H) (I) 
Figure 53: Dose profile curves generated by the MC algorithm in blue with error bars compared 

to dose profile curves generated by LGP’s TMR10 algorithm in green. The first row (A, B, C) are 

the 16 mm collimator’s x, y, and z axis profiles, respectively. The second row (D, E, F) are the 8 

mm collimator’s x, y, and z axis profiles, respectively. The third row (G, H, I) are the 4 mm 

collimator’s x, y, and z axis profiles, respectively. 
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APPENDIX II 

Derivation of Compton Energy Equations 

Derivation of Equation 1, maximum energy transferred in a Compton scattering event.  

Equation 1 reproduced as Equation A1 below.  

 
ie

i

hvcm

hv
T

/2
2

2max +
=  (A1) 

A Compton scattering event is diagrammed as shown in Figure 54 

 

 

Figure 54: Diagram of Compton scattering event. The incident photon from the left interacts with 

a free electron, scattering both.  

 

Equation A1 can be derived from the conservation of momentum (Equation A2) and the 
conservation of energy (Equation 8), where pi indicates initial momentum of the photon, 
and pf indicates final photon momentum 

 efi ppp +=  (A2) 

Rearranging and squaring both sides results in Equations A3-4, and moves the terms from 
vector to scalar forms.  

 ( )22

fie ppp −=  (A3) 

 ( )θcos2222
fifie ppppp −+=  (A4) 

Photon momentum is its energy divided by its speed, p=E/c. The energy of a photon is its 
frequency times Planck’s constant, or E=hν. Replacing momentum in A4 with these new 
terms results in A5, then A6 once c2 is moved to the left side.  
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( ) ( ) ( )θ

νννν
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h
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h
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h
p fifi

e −+=  (A5) 

 ( ) ( ) ( )θνννν cos2 22222
fifie hhhcp −+=  (A6) 

Shifting gears to conservation of energy, the energy conservation of Figure 54 before and 
after the event can be written as Equation A7.  

 42222 cmcphcmh eeiei ++=+ νν  (A7) 

Equations A8-13 show rearrangement of terms with the goal of isolating pe
2c2.  

 42222 cmcphcmh eefei ++=+ νν  (A8) 

 ( ) ( )2422222 cmcphcmh eefei +=−+ νν  (A9) 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 42222222422 cmcphcmhhhcmhcmhhcmh eeieffiefeifei +=+−−+−+++ νννννννν (A10) 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 2222222 cphcmhhhcmhcmhhh eieffiefeifi =+−−+−++ νννννννν  (A11) 

 ( ) ( ) 2222222 222 cphcmhcmhhh eifefeifi =−−++ νννννν  (A12) 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) 222222 22 cphhhcmhh eiffiefi =−−++ νννννν  (A13) 

The right side of Equation A13 is equal to the left side of Equation A6. Setting these two 
equal produces Equation A14.  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )θνννννννννν cos222 2222222
fifiiffiefi hhhhhhcmhh −+=−−++  (A14) 

Canceling out various terms and simplifying: 

 ( ) ( )θνννννν cos222 222
fiiffie hhhhcm −=−−  (A15) 

 ( ) ( )θνννννν cos222
fiiffie hhhhcm −=−  (A16) 

Cross-multiply to move terms to opposite side denominators: 
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Equation A22 is the one most commonly seen for calculating the Compton scattered 
photon’s final energy hνf after scattering through angle θ.  

Conservation of energy requires that the sum of the final kinetic energies of the photon 
(hνf) and electron (T) equal the initial kinetic energy of the photon (hνi), per equation A23.  

 Thh if −= νν  (A23) 

Substituting A23 into A22 is a step toward Equation A1.  
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The maximum energy is delivered to the electron when the photon scatters backward at 
180 degrees. Setting θ=180° in Equation A29 produces equation A30.  
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Equation A31 is equivalent to Equation A1, proving the equation for the maximum 
energy a photon can deliver to an electron in a Compton scattering event.  
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